Dear Postal Regulatory Commissioners:

New rules that are being considered by the Postal Regulatory Commission will further degrade the quality of postal service that Americans depend on to lead their lives but continuing to reduce service standards. It is absurd to go to my local post office and find the outdoor mailbox mail slots are taped over so that mail cannot be deposited as a tactic to impinge on citizens ability to mail letters, pay bills and send greeting cards. All Americans DO NOT use or embrace e-mail and e-commerce and in many areas of the country broadband is not present, sufficient or reliable as a communication option.

Discontinuing the use of planes to move mail will delay delivery of prescription medications to citizens, especially seniors. Closing post office locations and reducing post office hours will negatively impact citizens ability to send and receive necessary mail without having to travel long distances. Privatizing mail delivery services will delay delivery and increase costs.
As commissioners, you must represent the needs of American citizens by acting on our comments and deciding against the reprehensible 10 Year DeJoy Plan under consideration. It is your duty as an American to immediately halt this downward spiral of the USPS...only the commission can STOP the implementation of all parts of the 10 Year Plan.

Thank you.
Lila Oshatz